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WHAT THE URANIUM ONE "SCANDAL" MIGHT MEAN (I HOPE!)

Conservative Republicans and even many a Bernie Sanders supporter have been properly beating
the Clinton family (primarily, the most recent member of that pair to run for the presidency) about the
head of late. The really big new political revelation came courtesy of that white supremacist and
"deplorable" Donna Brazile (That's what we're supposed to call anyone who opposes Hillary Clinton,
right?) No need to repeat what's in Brazile's bombshell book here, as you're hearing a lot about it; and
properly so. Perhaps now Hillary will FINALLY take her ridiculous book and "woe is me; I should be
QUEEN!" act and simply go away.

As much as I am one of the last people to want to defend this woman, though, I must say a few

words about uranium. Specially, American uranium. And more specifically still, the quite exaggerated
claim from the Trump Administration, down to Faux (Fox) News and those whose appropriate dislike for
(and distrust of) Mrs. Clinton means they too can be guilty of spreading stories that aren't really true.

The hot topic prior to Brazile's book for Clinton-bashers had
once again become the Uranium One "scandal" of late. The
oversimplified (and embellished) version is this: Greased by
generous speaking fees paid to her husband as well as by big
donations to the Clinton Foundation by interested business parties
led by mining/investment magnates Ian Telfer and Frank Giustra,
Hillary Clinton oversaw the giving away of 20% of the U.S. domestic
uranium supply to Russia. This benefitted the investors and the
Clintons in this "pay for play" gambit; but greatly imperiled the
"homeland."

And in the most asinine take I've heard on this yet--according
to Fox's Judge Jeanine--if it had been up to Hillary Clinton, this
pundit might be dead. "For me, it's personal," Ms. Pirro said,
suggesting she and many other patients could die from a lack of
nuclear medicine-based diagnosis and treatment (Pirro has been a
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cancer survivor.) She REALLY said this folks; check out the recording at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qa7BIk8rCRs.

Essentially the story is FALSE; at least, the above WILD exaggeration. While in New Orleans,
among those I visited with was Energy Fuels' V.P. Curtis Moore, who agreed that the standard line is
very much embellished. There has not been the transfer of 20% of America's physical uranium supply to
Russia. Not a single medical patient in the U.S. has been imperiled. By far the VERY best analysis of this
subject came not from the loony Judge Jeanine, but from Marin Katusa of Katusa Research. For those of
you who want the FACTS, I urge you to read https://katusaresearch.com/untold-story-clintons-uranium-
corruption/

Is it a LAUGH RIOT that Hillary Clinton is being
hoist on her own "The Russians are Coming!" petard?
You bet it is. Delicious. And so, too, is seeing some of her
long-suffering sycophants and apologists finally with no
choice but to abandon her, her sociopathy and her many
lies. But folks, there's no reason--with so much of
substance and fact against her--why those who are
dancing on Hillary Clinton's political grave need to
essentially make up dirt. There's plenty real dirt that
does exist.

One benefit, I guess, is that this "scandal"
seems to be galvanizing administrative and political
support which should help America's uranium
producers. And this comes at a time when--at long last--
CLEAN nuclear power is being embraced even more.
India and China you know about. Japan is about to re-start additional reactors. And as I write this, France
is abandoning its previously-announced plans to cut the share of its national needs fueled by nuclear
energy. Here, the Rick Perry-led Energy Department has been slow to get its act together and to actually
hit its stride on policy. But Moore and a couple others I have spoken with are increasingly hopeful that,
specifically, U.S.-based production is about to be reinvigorated; and this as the lid that has kept the spot
uranium price fluttering around $20/pound seems less firm.

So while the Uranium One story is mostly nonsense, maybe it's going to help push things in a
positive direction, and galvanize renewing support for our own domestic uranium industry.
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